Intermolecular G-Quadruplex Induces Hyaluronic Acid-DNA Superpolymers Causing Cancer Cell Swelling, Blebbing, and Death.
Over the past decade, nanomedicine has gained considerable attraction through its relevance, for example, in "smart" delivery, thus creating platforms for novel treatments. Here, we report a natural polymer-DNA conjugate that undergoes self-assembly in a K+-dependent fashion to form a G-quadruplex (GQ) and generate superpolymeric structures. We derivatized a thiolated conjugate of the naturally occurring glycosaminoglycan polymer hyaluronic acid (HASH) with short G-rich DNA (HASH-DNA) that can form an intermolecular noncanonical GQ structure. Gel mobility shift assay and circular dichroism measurements confirmed HASH conjugation to DNA and K+-dependent GQ formation, respectively. Transmission electron microscopy and scanning electron microscopy results indicated that the addition of K+ to the HASH-DNA conjugate led to the formation of micron-range structures, whereas control samples remained unordered and as a nebulous globular form. Confocal microscopy of a fluorescently labeled form of the superpolymer verified increased cellular uptake. The HASH-DNA conjugates showed toxicity in HeLa cells, whereas a scrambled DNA (Mut) conjugate HASH-Mut showed no cytotoxicity, presumably because of nonformation of the superpolymeric structure. To understand the mechanism of cell death and if the superpolymeric structure is responsible for it, we monitored the cell size and observed an average of 23% increase in size compared to 4.5% in control cells at 4.5 h. We believe that cellular stress is generated presumably by the intracellular assembly of this large superpolymeric nanostructure causing cell blebbing with no exit option. This approach provides a new strategy of cellular delivery of a targeted naturally occurring polymer and a novel way to induce superpolymeric structure formation that acts as a therapeutic.